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Library Liaison Program

7 liaison librarians

• To increase communication

• To provide a programmatic link between the library and 
academic programs

• Establishing ongoing partnerships

• Supporting curricular needs & program goals



Areas of Liaison Focus

• Teaching and learning

• Collection building

• Development of web-based support tools

• Reference and research support

• Scholarly communication



Scholarly Communication

The system through which research and other scholarly writings 
are created, evaluated for quality, disseminated to the scholarly 
community and preserved for future use.

ARL, 2013

Encompassing both formal and informal means, scholarly 
communication is critical to the advancement of knowledge and 
a scholar's career.  

SPARC, xxxx



Scholarly Communication Support

• Anticipating, understanding and addressing the challenges 
and opportunities inherent to new research practices

• A realignment of services and support for our academic 
community of researchers

• An enhanced model of engagement for librarians



Understanding faculty’s publication practices, 
challenges and concerns.



Challenges for faculty (survey data)

What do you find challenging about the research and publication process?



• Finding regional data is difficult

• Pressure to publish in journals of high impact/rank

• Challenged to find balance between teaching & research 

• Successfully selecting a publication channel improves with experience

• Not interested in OA publishing

• Misconceptions about OA publishing and peer review process

• Tracking citations is important, but faculty not certain how to best do this

• Clear understanding of copyright restrictions with publishers

• Confusion surrounding how scholarship can be shared with colleagues

Challenges for faculty (interview data)



Addressing challenges and finding opportunities.



Faculty Workshop 
& LibGuide



Department Meetings
/ Research Seminars

“5 ways to maximize the impact of your research”



Individual Consultation
& 

LibGuide



Publication & Citation 
reporting



Why archive content on DSpace?

• Increase exposure to your scholarship

• Make it easier for researchers to discover your work through 
Google Scholar

• Enhance your research impact

• Showcase AUS research output

• Facilitation of research sharing

• Contribute to the growing body of research literature that is now 
freely available online





Educating ourselves



Roemer, R., & Borchardt, R. (2015). Meaningful metrics : 
A 21st century librarian's guide to bibliometrics, 
altmetrics, and research impact. Chicago: ACRL.

(Now an ACRL Open Access Title)

ACRL Scholarly Communications Toolkit

acrl.libguides.com/scholcomm/toolkit/

acrl.libguides.com/scholcomm/toolkit/


Sample text that can be adapted by 
other librarians

Private LibGuide – (librarians only)

Shared questions

Copyright queries 
& advice



In-house workshop for librarians

• Understanding Publishers’ Archiving Policies

• Deciphering terminology

• Checking embargoes

• Comparing publishers

• Tools for librarians

• Preparing manuscript 
versions for the 
institutional repository



DSpace
(Institutional Repository)



Setting goals and reporting on success



Content adapted from Ohio State University’s 

Framework for the Engaged Librarian: Building on our Strengths.

1. Research Services
2. Scholarly Communication
3. Collection Development
4. Teaching and learning



• Understanding faculty’s publication practices, challenges 
and concerns

• Addressing challenges and finding opportunities

• Educating ourselves

• Setting goals and reporting on success



Thank you

Alanna Ross
aross@aus.edu


